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ABSTRACT

A power loss prediction method previously developed by the authors was extended to include involute spur gears of nonstandard proportions. The method can now be used to analyze the effects of modified addendum, tooth thickness, and gear center distance in addition to the parameters previously considered which included gear diameter, pitch, pressure angle, face width, oil viscosity, speed and torque. Particular emphasis is placed on high contact ratio gearing (contact ratios greater than two). Despite their higher sliding velocities high contact ratio gears can be designed to levels of efficiency comparable to those of conventional gears while retaining their advantages through proper selection of gear geometry.

SYMBOLS LIST

\( a \) addendum, \( m \) (in.)

\( AR \) addendum ratio

\( C_1 \) to \( C_{14} \) constants of proportionality

\( F_R \) rolling traction force, N (lbf)

*Currently with Allison Gas Turbine Division, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.
Greek:
\[ \lambda \] dimensionless ratio of film thickness to composite surface roughness
\[ \mu \text{ lubricant absolute viscosity, } 10^{-3} \text{ N sec/m}^2 \text{ (cp) (lbf sec/in}^2) \]

\[ \varphi_t \text{ thermal reduction factor} \]

**Subscripts:**
- \( g \) gear
- \( p \) pinion
- \( R \) rolling
- \( S \) sliding
- \( 0 \) ambient conditions

**Superscripts:**
- \( ^{-} \) average value

**INTRODUCTION**

Analytical evaluation of spur gears designs for efficiency has been rudimentary in the past due to the lack of a technique that could assess the many design variables \((1,2)\). In \((3,4)\) a technique was described that included the major design variables required for standard involute spur gears. In practice, however, gears are frequently designed with nonstandard proportions. These variations include modified addendums, tooth thickness variations and operation on nonstandard gear centers either by design or as a function of operating conditions. The analysis described in Refs. 3 and 4 is readily adaptable for these modifications and as such is the subject of this work.

A related subject is the analysis of high contact ratio \((HCR)\) gears since they are actually one form of nonstandard spur gears. These gears have received much attention for use in aircraft application due to their increased load capacity and smoother operating characteristics \((5-8)\). A major concern is whether or not they can be designed to provide equivalent efficiency while taking advantage of these benefits. This question can now be dealt with
analytically with the extension of the standard gear power loss analysis to nonstandard gears.

GEAR POWER LOSS ANALYSIS

The method utilized here for calculation of efficiency was described in detail in Refs. 3 and 4 as applied to spur gears of standard proportions. It is applicable to spur gears which are jet or splash lubricated. Churning losses of gears running submerged in oil are not considered. The analysis considers sliding losses, which are the result of friction forces developed as the teeth slide across each other, rolling losses resulting from the formation of an elastohydrodynamic (EHD) film and windage losses of both gears spinning in an oily atmosphere.

The sliding and rolling losses were calculated by numerically integrating the instantaneous values of these losses across the path of contact. The friction coefficient used to calculate sliding loss was based on disk machine data generated by Benedict and Kelly (9). This friction coefficient expression is considered to be applicable in the EHD lubrication regime where some asperity contact occurs, that is, for \( \lambda \) ratios less than two (\( \lambda = \text{ratio of minimum EHD film thickness to composite surface roughness} \)). In Ref. 3 rolling losses were based on disk machine data generated by Crook (10). Crook found that the rolling loss was simply a constant value multiplied by the EHD central film thickness. Gear tooth film thickness was calculated by the method of Hamrock (11) and adjusted for thermal effects using Cheng's thermal reduction factor (12). At high pitch line velocities isothermal equations such as Hamrock's will predict abnormally high film thickness since shear heating is not considered. Cheng's thermal reduction factor will account for the inlet shear heating and reduce the film thickness accordingly. Inlet starvation effects are not considered.
Gear Power Loss Equations

The equations developed in Ref. 3 are reviewed here and extended to include nonstandard and HCR gears. The method developed in Ref. 3 is limited to contact ratios less than two.

Figure 1(a) shows the tooth load distribution utilized in this analysis for gears with contact ratios between one and two. The teeth are assumed to be perfectly rigid and perfectly machined thus creating abrupt changes in tooth load as one or two teeth come into contact. The effect of contact ratio can be seen in this figure as the proportion of time that the load is shared by two teeth relative to that for one. Mesh two is being analyzed from start to finish but there are power loss contributions from mesh one and three that must be considered as well. Figure 1(b) shows the analogous load distribution for contact ratios between two and three where either two or three teeth share the load. Here the tooth loads are lower due to the greater number of teeth sharing the load but now there are five mesh contacts contributing to the gearset power loss over one tooth mesh cycle.

The subject of actual tooth loading versus the assumed rigid profile is discussed in a later section. Contact ratios greater than three are not considered. Extension of the previous analysis to HCR gears was mainly a matter of being able to specify the additional changes in load as shown in Fig. 1(b). All basic equations other than the calculation of load are still applicable.

Sliding Force. - The instantaneous frictional force due to sliding of two gear teeth against each other is

\[
F_s(X) = f(X)w(X)
\]  

(1)

The friction coefficient is calculated by the method of Benedict and Kelly (9)

\[
f(X) = 0.0127 \log \frac{C_I w(X)}{\mu_0[V_S(X)]^{2}[V_T(X)]^2}
\]

(2)
$C_1 = 29.66$ (SI units)

$= 45.94$ (U.S. customary units)

**Rolling Force.** - The instantaneous force due to build up of the EHD film is

$$F_R(X) = C_2 h(X) \varphi_t(X)$$

(3)

$C_2 = 9.0 \times 10^7$ (SI units)

$= 1.3 \times 10^4$ (U.S. customary units)

The gear contact film thickness is calculated by the method of Hamrock and Dowson (11).

$$h = \frac{h}{R_X} = 2.69 U^{0.67} \eta^{0.53} W^{-0.067} (1 - 0.61 e^{-0.73k})$$

(4)

A thermal reduction factor, $\varphi_t$, developed in Ref. 12 is used to limit $h$ at high speeds.

**Sliding and Rolling Power Loss.** - The instantaneous sliding and rolling power loss can be expressed as

$$P_s(X) = C_3 V_s(X) F_s(X)$$

$$P_R(X) = C_3 V_t(X) F_R(X)$$

(5)

$C_2 = 10^{-3}$ (SI units)

$= 1.515 \times 10^4$ (U.S. customary units)
Average sliding and rolling power loss for contact ratios between one and two. - The path of contact is divided into three sections corresponding to the changes in the normal load. The multiplication factors are due to the effects of load sharing as shown in Fig. 1(a).

\[
\frac{P_S + P_R}{X_4 - X_1} = 2 \int_{X_1}^{X_2} [P_S(X) + P_R(X)] \, dX + \int_{X_2}^{X_3} [P_S(X) + P_R(X)] \, dX + 2 \int_{X_3}^{X_4} [P_S(X) + P_R(X)] \, dX
\]

Average sliding and rolling power loss for contact ratios between two and three. - Here the path of contact is divided into five sections due to the more frequent changes in load.

\[
\frac{P_S + P_R}{X_6 - X_1} = 3 \int_{X_1}^{X_2} [P_S(X) + P_R(X)] \, dX + 2 \int_{X_2}^{X_3} [P_S(X) + P_R(X)] \, dX + 3 \int_{X_3}^{X_4} [P_S(X) + P_R(X)] \, dX + 2 \int_{X_4}^{X_5} [P_S(X) + P_R(X)] \, dX + 3 \int_{X_5}^{X_6} [P_S(X) + P_R(X)] \, dX
\]
Windage Loss Expressions:

\[ P_{w.p} = C_3 \left( 1 + 2.3 \frac{F_p}{R_p} \right) n_p R_p^{2.8} (0.028 \mu + C_4)^{0.2} \]

\[ P_{w.g} = C_3 \left( 1 + 2.3 \frac{F_g}{R_g} \right) \left( \frac{n_p}{m_g} \right)^{2.8} R_g^{4.6} (0.028 \mu + C_4)^{0.2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Modification of Equations for Nonstandard Involute Spur Gears

The additional features included in this analysis that allow calculation of nonstandard gears are: 1) addendum modifications maintaining pitch circle tooth thickness (modified cutter addendum); 2) addendum modifications accompanied by changes in pitch circle tooth thickness (tool shift); and 3) operation of gears on nonstandard center distances. Modifications to the dedendum or clearance do not affect efficiency as calculated above. A standard clearance of \(0.35/P\) was maintained throughout this investigation unless noted. Dedendum modifications may affect efficiency by altering the tooth load distribution but since a rigid tooth load pattern is assumed initially, the dedendum is not important. Tip round or profile modification was not considered directly but can be included in the form of a decreased addendum.

Pinion and gear addendums can be specified independently as follows:

\[ a = (AR + ER)/P \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where \(AR = \text{addendum ratio} = (a)(P)\) when \(ER = 0\)

\(ER = \text{tool shift ratio} = (e)(P)\)

\(e = \text{actual tool shift}\)

An addendum modified by a change in \(AR\) does not change the tooth thickness and is accomplished by using a cutter with a greater whole depth than standard. The gear blank outside diameter must be enlarged to allow for the extended addendum. Addendums can be increased by this method until the tip of the tooth
becomes pointed (see Fig. 2(a)) or until the mating gear can no longer be fabricated due to cutter thickness. Modifications to the addendum by AR do not require a change in mounting distance.

The second method commonly used to increase or reduce the addendum is cutter tool shift where the cutter is held out to increase the addendum or held in to reduce the addendum. A tooth that is held out is thicker at the nominal pitch diameter (see Fig. 2(b)) resulting in a stronger tooth. If the pinion is held out by the same amount that the gear is held in, then the gears are referred to as long and short addendum gears. These gears will operate on the standard center distance but the operating pitch diameter will shift by the undercut in pinions with small numbers of teeth. Frequently, however, only the pinion is held out so that the pinion bending strength can be more closely matched to that of the gear. In this situation the mounting distance must be increased to allow for the difference in tooth thickness of the pinion.

The gear geometry equations were also modified to account for operation at nonstandard center distances following Khiralla (13). The previously developed efficiency equations of Ref. 3 can still be used if the operating pressure angle and the operating pitch diameter are used in place of the nominal values. The effect of increasing the center distance from standard is to increase both the pressure angle and the pitch diameter. This results in increased backlash and lower contact ratio. Tool shift can be used to remove the backlash but the changes in pressure angle and pitch diameter remain.

The modified gear geometry equations were used to calculate the instantaneous rolling and sliding power loss at each point along the path of contact. The results presented in the following sections represent an average power loss obtained from a numerical integration of Eqs. 6 and 7.
The power loss of HCR gears is calculated by Eq. 7. This equation represents a computer subroutine independent of that used by Eq. 6 for low contact ratio gears. As will be shown later the two subroutines produce continuous results passing from low to high contact ratios.

POWER LOSS OF NONSTANDARD GEARS

In Refs. 4, 14 and 15 the effects of many gear geometry and operating variables on efficiency were investigated. The purpose here is to determine the relative importance of the additional parameters considered above on gear power loss. To demonstrate these effects a low contact ratio gearset operating under a fully loaded condition (K-factor = 991) was selected. Using this gearset as a baseline, changes were made in addendum ratio, pressure angle, diametral pitch, center distance, tool shift ratio, diameter and overall gear ratio. Since calculation of efficiency of HCR gears is also an objective here, the effects of these parameters on contact ratio were also included. The baseline gearset selected here is gear L from Staph's analysis of HCR gears (16). It's geometry appears in Table I. This gearset geometry was chosen since it had the highest efficiency of the six Staph analyzed.

Addendum ratio - The effects of changing addendum ratio on power loss and contact ratio are shown in Fig. 3. This is one of two methods that are very effective in obtaining HCR gears. The HCR gear is not an unusual gear in that the addendum ratio need only be increased to 1.2 from the standard value of 1.0 to obtain a contact ratio of two if both pinion and gear addendums are modified equally. If only the pinion or gear are modified the dedendum ratio must be increased to 1.3. A problem with HCR gears in general is that the sliding velocities increases significantly as the contact ratio is increased as shown in Fig. 4. This increased sliding velocity leads to higher power loss even though the load is shared by three teeth instead of two during the high
sliding phases. This is the reason for the steady increase in power loss as the addendum ratio increased. Higher surface temperatures are also predicted in Ref. 16.

**Pressure angle** - Another effective method of obtaining high contact ratio is a decrease the pressure angle. For the baseline gear L, the pressure angle at a contact ratio of two is approximately 19°. The length of the path of contact increases more rapidly than the base pitch as the pressure angle is decreased resulting in a higher contact ratio. Again the sliding velocity increases with increases in contact ratio resulting in higher power loss (Fig. 5). Lowering the pressure angle also increases bending and compressive stresses because tooth thickness is reduced. Use of addendum ratio to obtain high contact ratio, on the other hand, actually lowers bending stress and only slightly increases compressive stress. A balance must be found between contact ratio and operating stresses for a given application.

**Diametral pitch** - In Fig. 5 the effects of changing diametral pitch are also shown. A constant pitch diameter of 12.7 cm was maintained while changing the number of teeth on the gears. The significantly lower power loss is due to the lower sliding velocities produced by the fine pitched gears. This lower power loss must be balanced by the increased bending stress found with finer pitched teeth. Compressive stresses do not increase as rapidly. Finer pitched gears have higher contact ratios than coarse pitched gears for the same pitch diameter but the effect of changing diametral pitch on contact ratio is not as great as changing addendum ratio or pressure angle.

A summary of the effects of addendum ratio, pressure angle and pitch on contact ratio are shown in Fig. 6 for a gear diameter of 10.2 cm and a gear ratio of 1. Similar results were obtained at a gear diameter of 406 cm except that all curves were shifted toward higher contact ratios. It appears that it is quite easy to obtain contact ratios greater than two with only slightly
increased addendums for gears with pressure angles of 20° or less. The 14.5° pressure angle gear is basically an HCR gear. Finer diametral pitch also helps to increase contact ratio.

**Nonstandard centers** - Fig. 7 shows the effects of operating the baseline gearset on nonstandard centers. One curve shows the effects of simply extending the gear centers while allowing the backlash to increase and the other shows the effect of taking up the backlash by increasing tooth thickness with tool shift. The tool shift required to remove the backlash is very small (ER = 0.2) on both gears at a center distance offset of 0.5 mm. The changes in power loss and contact ratio are relatively small especially if backlash is removed. By operating a standard gear at extended centers, the contact ratio decreases due to a shortening of the length of the path of contact and as a result power loss decreases.

**Tool shift** - The effect of operating a pinion fabricated with a large tool shift with a standard gear is shown in Fig. 8. In this case even though the contact ratio decreases there is a substantial increase in power loss, contrary to the trends found above. The higher losses are caused by shifting the standard load pattern from its symmetric position around the pitch point as shown in Fig. 9(a) to a location that is skewed toward the recess side of the path of contact as shown in Fig. 9(b) (gear geometry based on gear L). This results in additional power loss due to the occurrence of higher loads at points of higher sliding velocity. Also shown in Fig. 8 are the results of applying positive tool shift to the pinion and an equal amount of negative tool shift to the gear (long and short addendum gears). The results are the same for the same reasons. Use of tool shift as described above results in what is commonly referred to as recess action (RA) gears. RA gears are generally considered to be more efficient than standard gears (13,17-19), contrary to what was found here. This is often attributed to the sliding force vector.
assisting rotation during the recess phase. Tooth loading is predicted to be higher in the approach phase than in recess due to the reversal of the direction of the frictional sliding force when moving through the pitch point. A force balance of the teeth in mesh such as that done by Martin (18) shows how the sliding force adds to the normal load in approach and subtracts in recess. Consideration of this sliding force slightly increase the losses during the approach phase and reduce them during the recess phase but overall the reduction in losses extremely small. This can be seen in Fig. 10 where the instantaneous losses for gear L modified for all recess action are calculated two ways 1) method using Eqs. 1-7 and 2) method described in (18) that considers the reversal of the sliding force. The reduction in loss due to the reversal of the sliding force is too small to offset the detrimental effect of load shift previously discussed.

Diameter and ratio - In Fig. 11 and 12 the effects of gear diameter and ratio on power loss are shown. Neither variable appreciably affects contact ratio. Power loss can be decreased by using a larger diameter gear to a point. Above 16 cm, for this application, power loss begins to rise again due to increased rolling and windage loss. If ratio is increased while center distance is maintained at 12.7 cm, power loss increases dramatically. The pinion decreases in diameter as the gear increases. This situation causes increased sliding velocities and thus increased power loss.

Contact ratio - In Fig. 13 the effect of contact ratio on power loss is shown utilizing the data discussed above. A smooth transition in power loss is apparent as the contact ratio passes through two indicating convergence of the solutions from Eqs. 6 and 7. High contact ratios were mainly obtained by addendum elongation through an increase in AR and by decreasing the pressure angle. Other parameters had little affect on contact ratio. It is apparent
that power loss increases in going from low to high contact ratio. However, several other parameters can sharply increase losses without changing contact ratio such as diametral pitch, diameter and ratio. It cannot be said in general that increasing contact ratio results in higher losses but rather the changes in power loss is dependent on the method of changing contact ratio.

HIGH CONTACT RATIO GEARS

In (16) Staph analyzed six gearsets including two low contact ratio (1.8) and four HCR (2.2-2.4) variations. All were sized for the same application. The gear geometries are shown in Table I. The method described here was used to calculate the power loss of these gears as function of torque at the speed Staph selected, 3000 rpm (16). An oil viscosity of 30 cp. was selected arbitrarily. The results are shown in Fig. 14. Gear L was found to be the most efficient low contact ratio gearset and was thus selected as the baseline gearset in this investigation as stated earlier. Of the two low contact ratio gears, the coarser pitched gear F had the lower bending stress (see table I). Gear L, although significantly more efficient, had an unacceptable bending stress of 0.57 GPa (83,000 psi) due to the small fine pitched teeth. Of the HCR gears, gears H, G and M had acceptable stress levels. Gear K is essentially gear L with a slightly longer addendum. Since the contact ratio of K is greater than two the normal loads are decreased and thus the bending and compressive stresses were lower than gear L but still quite high. As shown in Fig. 14, gear K has the lowest power loss of all gears except L. However, neither of these gears have stress levels that would permit operation at these torque levels for any length of time. Of the remaining HCR gears, gears G and H had power loss only slightly greater than gear F. Gear M had a power loss comparable to gear F at full load but much greater loss at part load due
to its relatively large diameter. This ranking of the gear losses is consistent with what Staph found in Ref. 16 even though the magnitudes are not the same. Since Staph did not consider rolling or windage losses his loss estimate for gear M was much lower than shown here. The rolling and windage losses are quite significant for gear M as shown in Fig. 14 resulting in high tare losses (losses independent of torque). When these losses are included, the advantage of using the larger diameter gear is diminished for applications that require extensive operation at less than full load.

From this analysis it appears that the HCR gear H would be, overall, the best design of the six analyzed by Staph. Its stress levels are about 12 percent lower than gear F, the best low contact ratio gearset, while its predicted losses are about 15 percent higher. This suggests that if carefully designed, HCR gears can provide lower operating stresses than that of a corresponding low contact ratio gear while not greatly sacrificing efficiency.

In Ref. 7 a similar study was performed on candidate designs for helicopter main transmission gears to determine their suitability for aircraft use. The spur gear designs selected for testing are shown in Table II (helical gears were also investigated). The method described above was applied to the gears at K-factors to 1200 and a pitch line velocity of 15.2 m/sec (3000 fpm, 1910 rpm) as shown in Fig. 15. The gearset with the best efficiency was the fine pitched gear 30 with an extended addendum and with a rather low pressure angle of 17°. This HCR gear had a weaker tooth form than that of the standard gear and lower predicted losses, mainly due to its finer pitch (see Fig. 5(a)). Although the HCR gears were not tested for efficiency in Ref. 7, HCR gear 31 did experimentally demonstrate an increase in load carrying capability relative to standard gear 29 due to the increased load sharing. Its predicted power loss shown in Fig. 15 is only slightly greater than that of gearset 29. Thus again it appears that a higher load capacity HCR gearset can
be designed to replace a standard, low contact ratio gearset without a major sacrifice in efficiency.

RIGID VERSUS FLEXIBLE TOOTH LOADS

To this point tooth loads have been calculated based on the rigid tooth load pattern shown in Fig. 1. In Ref. 16 loads were calculated based on tooth deflection calculations and, in Ref. 7, measured with strain gages. These load patterns do not show abrupt changes as the teeth come in and out of mesh but rather a steady rise from no load to full load and back to no load. The calculated load pattern for gear G is compared to the rigid pattern in Fig. 16. Calculations based on this load pattern showed a significant difference in power loss since the loads are very low at the points of high sliding. This is because the tooth load pattern is concentrated near the pitch point of the deflected tooth where the sliding velocities, hence, power losses are lower. This can be seen in Fig. 17 which shows the instantaneous power loss distribution for the flexible gear is both lower in magnitude and more narrowly distributed than the rigid gear. The rigid tooth patterns assumed in this analysis give a common base for comparison of low and HCR gears, but appear to overestimate the expected losses.

SUMMARY

The previously developed method for calculating power loss of standard spur gears was extended to include nonstandard geometry of gears with elongated or shortened addendums. Addendum modification by cutter elongation or tool shift was treated as well as operation of the gears at nonstandard center distances. Emphasis was placed on methods to obtain high contact ratio gears and their effects on power loss. HCR gears designed by two sources were analyzed for power loss. The following conclusions can be drawn from this investigation:
1) Higher load capacity HCR gears can be designed to replace standard gears with a modest increase in predicted power loss.

2) Addendum elongation and pressure angle reduction are the most effective means of increasing contact ratio with a corresponding increase in power loss. Use of fine pitched gears is less effective in increasing contact ratio but provides a small reduction in power loss.

3) Changes in center distance or small changes in tool shift have relative minor effects on both contact ratio and power loss. However, large increases in tool shift to produce long and short addendum or recess action gears will cause an increase in predicted power loss.

4) A reduction in theoretical power loss is obtained when tooth deflections are considered.

5) Power loss can be reduced by using larger diameter gears until rolling and windage losses begin to dominate. Increases in gear reduction ratio at a constant center distance cause a substantial increase in power loss.
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### TABLE I. - GEAR GEOMETRY AND OPERATING CONDITIONS  
OF STAPH'S GEARS [16]

[Speed = 3000 rpm, torque = 487 N-m (4307 in.-lb), gear ratio = 1.0.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of teeth</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diametral pitch</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure angle</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face width, cm</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact ratio</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addendum ratio</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool shift ratio</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-factor at 487 N-m</td>
<td>991</td>
<td>991</td>
<td>991</td>
<td>991</td>
<td>991</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum bend. stress, GPa</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch line velocity, m/s</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum comp. stress, GPa</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Calculated by Staph in [16].

### TABLE II. - GEAR GEOMETRY OF BOEING VERTOL GEARS [7]

[100 percent test load = 829 N-M (7338 in.-lb), gear ratio = 1.0.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>VT-29</th>
<th>VT-30</th>
<th>VT-31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of teeth</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diametral pitch</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure angle</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter, cm</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face width, cm</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact ratio</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addendum ratio</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.264</td>
<td>1.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool shift ratio</td>
<td>-.032</td>
<td>-.074</td>
<td>-.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-factor at 829 N-M</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch line velocity, m/s</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. - Tooth normal load distribution.
Figure 2. - Nonstandard gear tooth shapes.

(b) Modified with tool shift.

Figure 3. - Effect of addendum ratio on power loss and contact ratio.

(b) Contact ratio as function of addendum ratio.

(a) Power loss as function of addendum ratio.
Figure 4. - Effect of addendum ratio on specific sliding.
Figure 5. - Effect of diametral pitch and pressure angle on power loss and contact ratio.
Figure 6. - Combined effects of addendum ratio, pressure angle, and diametral pitch on contact ratio for gear diameter of 10.2 cm (4 in.) and ratio of one.

Figure 7. - Effect of operation of gears at nonstandard center distances.
TOOL SHIFT ON PINION ONLY

TOOL SHIFT ON PINION - TOOL SHIFT ON GEAR

(a) Power loss as function of tool shift ratio.

(b) Contact ratio as function of tool shift ratio.

Figure 8. - Effect of tool shift on power loss and contact ratio.
Figure 9. Load distribution and sliding velocity of recess action gears as compared to its standard counterpart.
STANDARD LOAD PATTERN MODIFIED BY MARTIN'S METHOD
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Figure 10. - Instantaneous power loss of a full recess action gear.
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Figure 11. - Effect of gear diameter on power loss.
Figure 12. - Effect of gear ratio on power loss. Center distance was held constant at 12.7 cm.
Figure 13. - Effect of contact ratio on power loss.

(a) Extended addendum, pressure angle and diametral pitch.

(b) Gear ratio, diameter, center distance and tool shift.
Figure 14. - Power loss of Staph's gears (see table I) at a constant speed of 3000 rpm and oil viscosity of 30 cp.

Figure 15. - Power loss of gears analyzed in [7] at 1910 rpm and an oil viscosity of 30 cp.
Figure 16. - Comparison of tooth load patterns assuming rigid and flexible teeth.
Figure 17. - Instantaneous efficiency based on load patterns for rigid and flexible teeth. Data is for gear G (see table I) at 3000 rpm, 486.6 N·m (4307 in.-lb), and oil viscosity of 30 cp.
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**Abstract**

A power loss prediction method previously developed by the authors was extended to include involute spur gears of nonstandard proportions. The method can now be used to analyze the effects of modified addendum, tooth thickness, and gear center distance in addition to the parameters previously considered which included gear diameter, pitch, pressure angle, face width, oil viscosity, speed and torque. Particular emphasis is placed on high contact ratio gearing (contact ratios greater than two). Despite their higher sliding velocities high contact ratio gears can be designed to levels of efficiency comparable to those of conventional gears while retaining their advantages through proper selection of gear geometry.